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References: 1) -Fermi 2- -

NRC Docket 'No. 50-341 1

NRC License No. NPF-43 i
G1 :

2) NRC Generic Letter 89-10. . '! Safety-Relat ed. ]
"

j - Motor-Operated Valve Testing and Surveillance", and>

,

' Supplements 1 & - 2, dated June 28, 1989 June 13'

11990;' and August,3,1990, respectively.j

3) Detroit Edison Letter to NRC, " Response to NRC
Ceneric Letter 89-10", NRC-89-0274, dated December '

y :<
. 28.-1989

'
'

,

N'' 4)-.NRC Information Notice 90-40, "Results of +

.NRC-Sponsored Testo of Motor-Operated Valves",
dated June 5,1990 -"

T L

5)' 1NRC|Ceneric Letter 89-10. - Supplement 3
'., [-},''

4
-

. <

'
-

' " Consideration ofLthe-'Resulta of NRC-Sponsored:
Tests .of Motor-Operated Valves", dated

' October -25, 1990 -

%
6) < Detroit' Edison Letter to .NRC, " Response to NRC- -. [

H

Ceneric Letter 89110. Supplement 3", NRC-90-0180, ,

~ dat ed December .10. - 1990

Subject:' Additional Response ;to NRC %neric Letter 89-10 !

Supplement- 3'

[. ~ By ' Reference;6 Detroit Edison provided a 30-day response to Supplement
~

i 3 of Ceneric Letter;89-10 (Reference 5) which:was received on November1 x

!
.9, 1990'. . Supplement -3 also required that- within '120 days of the

!
' receipt of the supplement, certain specific information should be ;

. provided to the :NRC regarding = determination of any existing
deficiencies in the Motor Operated' Valves (MOVs) of the High Pressure

,

Coolant 4 Injection (HPCI), the -Reactor Core Isolation Cooling (RCIC),E~

- and the Reactor Water Cleanup (RWCU) Systems, including identification e
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of MOVs having deficiencies, and a schedule for enj corrective
actione. This letter provides the 120-day response to Supplement 3.

As required by Supplement 3. Det roit Edison has reviewed and evaluat ed
MOVs in MPCI. RCIC, and RWCU sy;tems to determine if deficiencies
exist in those MOVs. Detroit Edicon has determined that there are no
significant deficiencies in the MOVs in question and they are capable
of performing their intended design basis safety functions. The
detailed response to NRC Item No. 2 of Supplement 3 to Generic Letter
89-10 is provided in the enclosure of this letter.

If you have cny questions, please contact Mr. Girija S. Shukla at

(313) 586-4270.

Sincerely.

.

Enclosure

cc: A. B. Davis
R. W. DeFayette
W. G. - Rogers
J. F. St ang

|
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I. WILLIAM S. ORSER do hereby af firm that the foregoing statements
are based on facts and circumstances which are trre and accurate to
the best of my knowledge and belief.

i
i

/ '

W& sat S6tw
WILLI AM S. ORSER
Senior Vice President

!

,

on this day of 4-1/ 1991, before me,

personally appeared William S. ' Ort (er, being first duly sworn and
says that he executed the foregoing as his free act and deed.

. gA4tjo / . /7ted
Notary Public

,

fNoter 4

O'y Pudi:bb h-s$ {;
-n

%i
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- Additional _ Response to Supplement _ 3 to Generic Letter 89-10 .j
!

~ Detroit. Edison's detailed responst to NRC Item No. 2 of the Supplement
,

3 to Generic Letter.89-10 is given below: !

o NRC Item No. 2
i

. i

. 2. Within 120 days of the receipt of this letter. BWR-licensees -!

shall provide to the NRC staff the following: '

,

, a. -Criteria, raflecting operating experience and the latest
Itest data. ..that were_ applied in determining - whet her

deficiencies exist in_the RPCI. RCIC and RWCU-MOVs
described herein, in the MOVs in isolation condenser
lines, and in any MOVa_ considered _ to be more safety 1

.aignificant, as applicables
H

_ . i
- .b. .The identification of any MOVs found to have

.

1 deficiencies; and i
;

'c.- ' A1achedule for any. necessary corrective action. j
*

l.o Detroit Edison's Responses i

: As discussed in NRC; Generic Letter 89-10 Supplement _3. Detroit 1

Edison has reviewed and evaluated containment isolation MOVs in- _i

HPCI. RCIC. -and ~ RWCU to' determine. if deficiencies exist relative |
~

' =" cto 'the: test results provided. by 'the NRC Information Notice -l
'(IN) 90-40- (Reference 4). - Fermi' 2 does. not have isolation j

~

' condenser ' lines ;and:basedion our evaluation' to date of fother MOVs -j
+

- <that are considered to bessafetyzuignificant.;it. was concluded : a

f that there are no MOVs that have- deficiencies.. The following~ j
" documents were usedrin performing; the evaluation. ;

'

'o Prepublication copy of EPRI Report NP-7065 " Review of-'

NRC/INEL Gate Valve Test: Program."*

Fermi 2" Deviation Event -Report' (DER) and Licensee . Evento
. Report _(LER) --t rended documents for. 'HPCI, RCIC tand RWCU-

,

systems _(system, numbers E41. E51, and_'G33')-.

LoiMOVATS-diagnostic test results for thrustiverification,

of In 'ServiceLTesting (IST) . stroke ' time trending records.
,

o FermiL 2 Ldesign_. drawings and caletlations for MOVs in HPCI.
|RCIC and-RWCU systems.-

V
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The result of the-evaluation is that each valve in question will
perform its design-basis safety function to close within the
design criteria of the valve and the system operation. This
conclusion is based on design calculations, degraded voltage
evaluation, thrust verification testing, operating experience,
and comparison with the similar MOVs tested by INEL. The MOVs in
question (HPCI MOVs E4150F002, E4150F003, E4150F600 RCIC HOVs
E5150F007. E5150F008: and RWCU MOVs G3352F001, and G3352F004) are
normally open at 100 percent reactor power except the HPCI MOV
E4150F003, which is normally closed. These HOVs provide a direct
path for reactor coolant (water or steam) outside the primary
containment. In the event of a pipe break, their safety function
is_ to close for mitigating flow of primary water and steam to the
reactor building. An engineering evaluation for each of these
MOVE to perform their safety function is provided as follows.

1. BPCI MOV- E4150F002, Wm. Powell (Gate) 10" with Actuator SB-2
Maximum Expgeted Dif ferential Pressure (MEDP) = 1110 psi-
Temp. = 560 F
Motor Torque _= 60 ft. Ibs.

-- MOVATS Thrust. at Control Switch Trip (CST) = .39,400 lbs.
Idaho National Engineering Laboratory- (INEL) test required
29.000 0 thrust at - about 1040 psi delta pressure (Ref. IN

-00-40)

The control logic for this inboard containment isolation MOV
is such~ that valve closes .with closing torque switch funct ion
inhibited until bypass limit. uwitch dropout at 10-2 percent
open position and then enabled until' torque switch trip at
-full-closed position. Therefore, the torque' switch controls
'only during the final 10-2 percent of the valve closure
s t rok e . _ This allows maxinom torque to be delivered to the
valve, thus providinF greater ' reliability. This full-
actuator / motor torque capability is available until af ter
valve orifice-closure. Thermal overload is not bypassed so
that the motor could be protected.

The INEL tests- show that the maximum required thrust for Wm.
Powell (Gate) 10" valve would be about 29,000 lbs in the

-event-of a pipe break outside containment townstream of MOV
E4150F002. The actual- developed thrust at CST recorded
-during MOVAT diagnostic testing is 39,400 lbs., which is much
higher than that of INEL test and within actuator / valve
strength capability. The IST stroke time trending program
indicates that the valve is performing satisfactorily, with
an average stroke time of 11.3 seconds, which is lower than
Fermi 2's Technical Specification (Tech. Spec.) allowable
stroke time of 15 seconds. DER trending records show no
abnormal operating behavior of the MOV since the last
performance of the thrust verification testing in June 1987.

, ,
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Therefore, HPCI MOV E4150F002 will perform its safety-related
function during abnormal plant / system event.

2. HPC1 MOV E4150F003. Wm. Poweig (Gate) 10' with SBD-3 Actuator
MEDP = 1110 psi Temp. = 560 F
Motor Torque = 100 ft. Ibs.
HOVATS Thrust at CST = 80,186 lbs.
INEL test required 29,000 lbs. thrust at ebout 1040 psi delta
pressure (Ref. IN 90-40)

This outboard containment isolation valve is normally closed at
100 percent reactor power. The control logic in the close
direction is similar to that of MOV E4150F002, as explained
above. The control logic in open direction is such that valve
opens with the open-trip limit switch enabled from full closed
until trip at desired position (nominally 95-98 percent, may be
adjusted lower to compensate for inertial coasting), and bypass
limit switch inhibits torque switch function until dropout at
90-98 percent open position enables torque protection.

The thrust of 80,186 lbs. obtained from MOVATS diagnostic testing
performed in June 1987, is much higher than the thrust of 29,000
ihs. from INEL teet and is within the actuator / valve strength
capability. The IST stroke time trending program indicaies'that
the-valve is performing satisf actorily, with an average stroke
time - of 9.5 seconds, which is lower than Tech. Spec. allowable
stroke time of 15 seconds. DER trending records indicate no
abnormal operating behavior. by the MOV since thrust verification
testing performed in June 1987. Therefore, HPCI MOV E4150F003
will perform its design basis safety-related function during
abnormal; plant / system event.

3. HPCI MOV E4150F600, Rockwell (Ggobe) 1"-with- SMB-000 Actuator
MEDP = 1110 psi Temp. = 560 F
Hotor Torque = 5 fr.1bs.
MOVATS Thrust at CST = 4002 lbso
Not tested by NRC/INEL test

This outboard containment isolation valve is a bypass valve
j :around MOV E4150F003.- which is normally open at 100 percent

reactor power. This is a globe valv_e rather. than a gate valve s

and is~outside the scope of IN 90-40. The control logic for this
valve is same as that of MOV E4150F003, and thrust at CST is

,

sufficient to close the valve. The IST stroke. time trending
program indicates that the valve is performing satisfactorily,
with an average stroke time of 8.1 seconds, which is much lower
than Tech. Spec. allowable stroke time of 15 seconds. DER
trending records indicate no abnormal operating behavior by the
MOV. Therefore, HPCI MOV E4150F600 will perform its design basic
safety-related function during abnormal plant / system event.

I
|
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Powe1 (Gat e) 4" with SMB-00 Actuator4. RCIC MOV E5150F007. Wm.
Temp.=560[FMEDP = 1110 psi

Motor Torque = 7.5 ft. lbs,
MOVATS thrust at CST = 9,543 lbs.
Powell 4" valve not tested by NEC/INEL test

The control logic for this normally open inboard containment
isolation valve at 100 percent reactor power is auch that valve
closes with closing torque switch function inhibited until bypass
limit switch dropout at 10-2 percent open position and then
enabled until torque switch trip at full-closed position.
Therefore, the torque switch controls only during the final 10-2
percent of the closing stroke. This allows maximum torque to be
delivered to the valve, thus providing a greater reliability.
Thermal overload is not bypassed so that the motor could be
pr o t ec t ed .

Since this valve was not tested by IN2L the disk f ac tor
evaluated based on the static diagnostic test th rus t at CST was
compared with those provided in the table on page S-6 of the EPRI
Report NP-7065 for valves tested by TNEL. The INEL test dink
f actor for steam flow isolation varie. f rom 0.42 to 0.49. The
disk f actor for MOV E5150F007, based on static CST thrust of
9,543 lbs. , comes out to be 0.7099, which is much higher tb
0.49 f rom INEL t es t . The apparent maximum disk f actor t ab_lat ed
in Appendix B of EPRI Report NP-7065 for 10" Wm. Powell valve
varies between 0.37 and 0.47 for hot cyclic test and is smaller
than that evaluated for MOV E5150F007. It was concluded that the
thrust at as-left torque switch setting is sufficient to overcome
a friction f actor of 0.7099 and evaluat ed it at degraded voltage
conditions. The IST stroke time trending program indicates that
the valve is performing satisf actorily, with an average stroke
time of 11.1 seconds, which is lower than Tech. Spec. allowable
stroke time of 15 seconds. DER trending records indicate no
abnormal operating behavior by the MOV. Therefore, RCIC MOV
E5150F007 will perform its design basis safety-related function
during abnormal plant / system event.

5. RCIC MOV E5150F008. Wm. Powell (Gate) 4" with SMB-00 Actuator
MEDP = 1110 psi Temp. = 560 F
Motor Torque = 10 ft. Ibs.
MOVATS Thrunt at CST = 8050 lbs.
Powe'1 4" valve not tested by NRC/INEL test.

This outboard containment isolation valve, normally open at 100
percent reactor power, has the same control logic as that for MOV
E5150F007 explained above. An evaluation similar to MOV
E5150F007 was applied to the.MOV E5150F006. The thrust is
sufficient to overcome a f riction f actor (disk f actor) of 0.565
for E5150F008 based on static diagnostic testing. The disk

i

_ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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factor of 0.565 is greater than 0.49 (Table on page S-6 of EPRI
Repert) for MOVs tested by INEL for steam flow isolation. The
IST stroke time trending program indicates that the valvo is
performing satisf actorily, with an averada stroke tine of 11.0
seconds, which is lower than Tech. Spec allowable stroke time of
15 seconds. DER trending records i..dicat e no abnormal fu0ctional
behavior by the MOV. Therefore, RCIC MOV E5150F008 will perform
its design basis safety-related function during abnormal
plant / system event.

6. RWCU MOV G3352F001, Wm. Powell (Gate) 6" with SMB-00 Actuator
MEPP = 1137 psi Temp. = 560 F
-Motor Torque = 25 ft. Ibs.
MOVATS 1.ast at CST = 12,003 lbs.
Powell 6" valve not tested by NRC/INEL test

- The control logic for this inboard containment isolation valve,
ncemally open at 100 percent reactor power, is such that valve
clases with closing torque switch function inhibited until
' bypass limit switch dropout at 14 percent open position and then
enabled until torque switch trip at full-closed position.
Therefore, the-torque switch controls only during the final 14
percent of the valve closing stroke, which comes out to be 1.29
seconds based on 9.28 seconds stroke time measured during MOVATS
diagnostic testing in October 1988. The latest IST stroke time
measured in Oct ober 1990 was 9.2 seconds. This torque switch
bypass margin allows maximum motor torque to be delivered to the
valve, thus providing greater reliability. This full
actuator / motor torque capability is available until valve orifice
closure is about 86 percent closed and dynamic force increase to

.

'

flow (Bernoulli) ef fects is ntgligible. The available CST thrust
of 12,003 lbs. at negligible fluid flow (Bernoulli) ef fect is-
suf ficient to close the valve during the final 14 percent of tbs
closing stroke. Per the Wm. Powell . Company, the disk is only
3/8" above seat ring _at 86 percent closed position for 5" port
diameter valve. Thermal overload in not bypassed so that motor
could be' protected. -

Since this size -(6") Powell valve was not tested by INEL, we
compared the disk- f actor based on the static diagnostic test
thrust at CST with those provided in Table 6-3 and table on page
S-6 of EPRI Report NP-7065 for Velan and Walworth 6" gate valves
t es t ed by INEL. The.r"erage apparent -disk f actor for INEL tested
valves varied from ' ,5 to 0.28 (Table 6-3), and the disk factor
for MOV;G3352F001 c aluated at CST thrust of 12,003 lbs. is

0.3368. It was concluded that the available thrust at' CST is
| suf ficient to --overcome the f riction fact or. The EPRI Report also

documented on page 6-17 that unlike Velan 6" and 10" gate valves,
E Wm. ' Powell 10" gate valve tested by INEL did not show indication

| in the data that the relatively tight disk / guide clearancies in

._ __ ___-__-_______ ._
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J
the~1ateral direction and wear on the lateral surfaces -

' contributed to increased stem thrust requirements. This
' indicates' the.Powell 6" gate valve performance under dynsmic
condition will.be predictible and better_than Velan gate valves.

The INEL GI-87. research results for Blowdown Test, attached to
,

IN 90 40, indicated the maximum thrust required for Velan and
Walworth-6" gate valves varies from 12,000 lbs. at 1100 psi to
16.000 fibs--at 1300 psi for hot water fluid flow. The MOVATS
. thrust 'at CST _ for MOV G3352F001 at 1137 psi is 12,003 lbs., and
the total thrust with inertia is'15.334 lbs. As explained above, !

the torque 1 switch is bypassed for 86 percent of closing stroke,- ,

sbich allows the motor / actuator. to ' deliver more than' 12,003 lbs.
: thrust.-- The st all. thrust of the motor at 20,455 lbs. .and SMB-00f

actuator increased thrust rating of 18,900 lbs per Limitorque !

concurrence on ' letter dated .0ctober- 12.-1989, to another utility.
1

provide a sufficient safety margin to deliver a thrust up to
'

-16,000 lbs.~ as demonstrated by INEL test 'for 6" (gate) valves-

under : dynamic condition.- The IST stroke time trending programz

< indicates'that-:the valve is performing satisfactorily. with an
~

1 : average: stroke time of 9.4 seconds, which is less.than Tech.
-

' Spec. allevable' stroke time of-10 seconds.- DER 1 trending records
; indicate notabnormal. functional behavior in performing safety -F

0 function. Therefore, RWCU HOV 03352F001 will perform its design
basis- safety-related' function during abnormal plant /syst em event .

!

17. RWCU MOV G335?v004, Wm. Powell (Gate) 6" with' SBD-0 actuator
- ;MEDPf=<1137:pa- = Temp'. = 560 F ;'

: Motor Torque: .40 ft.cibs.

MOVATS- Thrust at CST = :Not ,known,Lnever testedg.
JL : Powe11;6"J valve not tested by| NRC/INEL test

The ~ control-logic for this- outboard . containment isolation valv6:

- normally -open ~ at .100 percent reactor power. -is - the same as that ;^j'

~ f MOV G3352F001 explain'ed above.o
,

:This isolation valve is scheduled for diagnostic' testing for;E

thrustLverificationLduring the upcoming second refueling outage.
,

A,t < 4 :Since -this sizer (6") Powell valve was not tested by INEL, fan - <

'

evaluation similar to MOV G3352F001' was Espplied! o G3352F004 att

as-lef t torque' switch cetting of 12.5 iniclose direction with
c'orresponding CST thrust of 11,182 lbs. based on Limitorque'

'

, . ,'

Jmethodology. With the motor (stall- thrust =- 36.818-1bs.) and,

tactuator (thrust rating = 24,000 lbs.) being11arger; than those zon-
G3352F001:ar.C witF as-lef t torque- switch bypassed at -5 percent*

-open position it was concluded that the valve will perform its
:cafety-related function during abnormal plant / system event. The
IST-stroke time-trending program indicates that the va3ve is
performing satisf actorily. with an average stroke time of 7.0-
seconds which is less than Tech. Spec. allowable stroke time-of

;
,

I
,
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10 seconds. DER trending records indicate no abnormal behavior
in performing safety function. Therefore. based on the design
information. it is concluded that LRWCU HOV G3352F004 will perf orm
its design basis safety-related fut.ction during abnormal
plant /cystem event.

Based on above justification and design-basis review being performed
on other safety-re),(.3 MOVs in response to NRC Generic Letter 89-10,
Detroit Edison han determinedi that there'are no significant
deficiencies in MOVE at Fermi 2 that will requite an immediate
necessary corrective action. The Fermi 2 MOV program established in
- response to Generic Lecter 89-10 will continue to follow the schedule
for expected completion by- June 1994.

f

.-
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